WorkPoint

Easy job management
WorkPoint provides job management from estimate to final invoice,
integrating with Sage for stock control of WIP

To simplify job management by replacing the paper trail and making sure
stock is accounted for:
• Labour reporting • Partial, trial and final invoicing • Full history of works
• WIP stock management • Job scheduling • Off-line estimating • Account allocation

Supporting job enquiries
WorkPoint provides the information needed to answer
enquiries at the touch of a button. It’s simple to look up
parts or a standard job from the library – big time savings
and better customer service.
Estimates are easily produced in the system, printed or
attached as a pdf to an email and converted to live jobs.

The complete process
From initial customer enquiry through to the final invoice;
WorkPoint helps with the management of the whole
process. Estimates can be kept before they are accepted
and an active job has time and parts added until it’s ready
to invoice.
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WorkPoint reflects the day-to-day running of a workshop
and includes trial invoices and partial invoices for longrunning jobs. The system helps to schedule jobs and
manage resources for maximum efficiency by type, area,
person etc.

Managing the job
The same techniques used on an estimate are used on a
job itself. More items can be added, or existing items
edited to an active job and it can be invoiced at any point.
Price and quantity are easily edited so the list price,
discounted or final price changed.
‘Parts Groups’ help by allowing the production of an adhoc group of parts to show as a single line.

WorkPoint

Easy job management
Reporting
There are some useful reports on individual
jobs and across multiple jobs such as:










Customer Parts List
Items on a job that can be shown to
customers, with list price, discount but
no costs
Jobs by Start or Required Date
One Line Job List
Summarising active jobs, their progress
and status, comparing estimate against
actual
Workshop Final Invoices Raised
Select by daily, weekly, monthly
accounting period or date range

ABC Leisure
‘The tracking of our engineering operation
from quotation through to invoice is a
possibility which we are looking forward to
fully utilising in the near future with
WorkPoint.’

Service history
Clear access to full service history means
that the information is available to reference
and what’s so useful is that you can use the
data to send service reminders to customers
through WorkPoint.
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